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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes an architecture to relay on demand a real-time IP multicast audio-video stream 

broadcasted by a satellite on a terrestrial link. The stream is received by suitably equipped sites and then 

relayed to other sites that are not equipped with satellite receiving hardware but are nonetheless willing 

to receive the stream. By exploiting the properties of satellite transmission and adopting a hybrid 

satellite/terrestrial, multicast/unicast approach, the described architecture allows to overcome the 

restrictions suffered by multicast traffic in the global Internet, allowing it to scale easily across 

autonomous systems. All things considered, the proposed architecture outlines a large-scale interactive 

audio-video distribution system similar to those based on Content Distribution Networks (CDN) and it 

compares favorably with them when performances, costs and scalability are examined.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

IP Multicast would be the ideal technique to distribute real-time video on the Internet but for 

many well-known reasons it is not globally supported on the Internet [1]. There are indeed 

many ISPs supporting IP multicast in their AS (Autonomous Systems) and multicast peering 

agreements are frequent among ISPs but even then the common user isn't left the faculty to send 

multicast traffic to other users in the same AS. Clearly this ability is regarded as a primary asset 

within an ISP network and acquiring it (when available) can be subjected to substantial fees. 

Many methods to overcome this limitation have been proposed [2][3][4] but none of them has 

proved very successful until now.  

A natural way to transmit IP multicast over a large geographical area is satellite broadcasting. 

The cost of such medium used to be rather high in the past but has now become quite 

reasonable, especially when satellites different from those preferred by main video broadcasters 

are used. Unfortunately such satellites are not the ones most domestic parabolas are aimed at.  

To overcome this problem, while still profiting from the satellite's power, a hybrid architecture 

is proposed in the following. Sites equipped to receive a satellite transmission become (main or 

primary) relayers of the multicast flows on the terrestrial Internet to the benefit of the sites that 

are not equipped with a satellite receiver. Also, this is done recursively, that is, the sites 

receiving the relayed flows will help to propagate them further (acting as secondary relayers). A 

central server is needed to keep track of who is getting each flow and who is available to relay 

it. The server will also help newcomers to locate the most convenient relayer to contact.  
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The proposed architecture has been inspired from the routine operations of an infrastructure 

called Campus Satellitare del Salento, CSS [5][6][7][8][9].  

The CSS is a large-scale real-time interactive distance-learning system based on satellite. An 

essential part of the infrastructure is a good number of classrooms equipped to receive IP-based 

satellite transmissions. Frequent requests from sites willing to join the CSS for some particular 

event are received from the infrastructure's managers. Very often it is not possible to set them 

up to receive the streams by satellite just in time for the event. Also, requests are submitted for 

temporary receiving locations, where it makes no sense to install a permanent parabola. 

Sometime the request comes from someone who can’t afford (or simply doesn’t want to pay) 

the cost of the set-up, no matter how reasonable. All these routine situations have prompted us 

with a solution whose span could easily exceed the above reported needs and even become a 

feasible alternative to the lease of expensive CDNs (Content Distribution Network) [10][11], 

sharing some of the characteristics of P2P distribution networks while retaining an essential 

property when live contents are managed: a short time delay.  

In Figure 1 we present the topology and the elements that constitute the background of the 

CHARMS architecture. CHARMS stands for “Cooperative Hybrid Architecture for Relaying 

Multicast Satellite Streams over terrestrial links”, and its main purpose is the delivery of 

multicast real-time multimedia streams broadcasted by satellites to sites not equipped with a 

satellite receiver.  

 

Figure 1.  CHARMS architecture background 

There are 3 types of CHARMS nodes: R, H and S. R1, …, Rn are hosts located in sites equipped 

to receive a stream directly from the satellite. H1, …, Hm are normal hosts at sites with no 

satellite receiving equipments, yet wishing to receive satellite broadcasted streams. S is a central 

server (“the CHARMS Server”) whose main responsibility is matching requests from a host Hj 

with offers from hosts Ri. Out of the picture is a video server sending out an IP multicast audio-

video stream to the satellite for transmission. The following is a description of the main parts 

and operations of the architecture.  

An operation timeline is showed in Figure 2, where Ri and Hj, the generic CHARMS relayer and 

CHARMS host, are performing the preliminaryoperations needed for the start-up of the stream 
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relaying process. Only main activities are represented in the figure, in order to clarify the logic 

underlying the architecture.  

This paper aims at describing the proposed architecture and at giving the first implementation 

details. A forthcoming work will provide measures and statistics about its actual utilization.  

In the next section a number of related works are considered. Section 3 will present an overview 

and a description of the architecture. It also contains a discussion of how its main problems have 

been addressed and resolved. In particular, Section 3.2 will detail how Ri and Hj can exchange 

traffic in the frequent case they are both behind NAT boxes. Section 3.3 will discuss the way a 

particular relayer Ri is selected among others to match an incoming request from a host H. 

Section 3.4 will detail the way the multicast traffic each Ri receives from satellite is relayed on 

demand to some host Hj. Section 4 will summarize CHARMS architecture and Section 5 will 

draw conclusions and outline future work.  

2. RELATED WORKS 

Among the works published on the subject of Satellite-Terrestrial Hybrid Networks we believe 

the closest to our researches are [7-9][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21]. They try to 

simultaneously exploit the benefits of the two types of networks (i.e. terrestrial and satellite) by 

focusing on different applications.  

Reference [14] describes an architecture where a receiver can obtain data through a satellite link 

only after its request, sent through the terrestrial link, has been received by a satellite 

transmission enabled node, the feed. Reference [15] extends the previous solution for a 

multibeams-satellite equipped with on-board software. In this work, data traffic is forwarded 

only through pertinent set of beams (those covering the receivers that have sent an explicit 

request). Papers [16][17] describe an architecture aimed at minimizing the satellite/terrestrial 

links’ costs. Data are forwarded through a satellite only if the number of expected receivers does 

justifies it, otherwise they are forwarded through the terrestrial network. Reference [18] 

proposes an architecture where satellites send data to aircrafts. The path of data will switch from 

the satellite link to a ground wireless link when the latter is available.  

The focus of our research is set on large-scale distance learning applications. The intrinsic 

multicast/broadcast nature of satellite and its ability to cover wide areas are balanced by a few 

drawbacks such as technological complexity and the potentially high costs related to the lease of 

such medium and to the receiving locations set-up. A hybrid architecture can take advantage 

from both terrestrial and satellite telecommunication systems, optimizing the usage of the 

network resources: the satellite system is used to distribute the traffic to all the classrooms (this 

is a reference to our CSS scenario) or locations, by a multicast transmission, while the terrestrial 

Internet can be used to perform a unicast delivery of the traffic, thus improving the utilization of 

the available network resources. To an end-user is left the choice between the two delivery 

modes: terrestrial (cheaper) or satellite (more reliable).  

Compared to CDNs, we have here a much better scalability and an easier and better 

synchronization of the distributed replicas. From an economical point of view, the advantage 

can be on the satellite’s side, especially when the scale of the distribution grows and if satellites 

different from those preferred by main video broadcasters are used. We are not forgetting, of 

course, the cost overhead implied at the main relayers’ sites to aim parabolas at such less 

popular satellites but it can be shown to be quite modest.  

In our scenario, the ideal location for the primary relayer nodes is the AS domain to which 

belongs also the host nodes, that is those not equipped to receive streams directly from satellite. 

In such case, the traffic generated between the nodes of the CHARMS system doesn’t cross the 

Internet core and it is confined within each AS. Obviously the more Autonomous Systems are 

served by a dedicated relayer the better the traffic is managed and the architecture performs.  
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Some correspondences to our work can be found in Zattoo Network [22]: there a standard 

broadcaster satellite channel is received by an encoder machine which relays it on the overlay 

after encoding. No use is made of a plurality of satellite receivers as in our case. 

Also similarities can be found in an hybrid P2P-CDN architecture, LiveSky [23], which makes 

no use of the satellite for making the streams available to seeder nodes (that part is played by a 

CDN network), but still accomplish content distribution among peers by P2P. 

3. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW AND DESCRIPTION 

In our architecture we have a certain number of nodes R, that we call primary relayers, that are 

entities able to receive IP multicast real-time streams, directly from satellite. Our purpose is to 

use such capability in order to provide the same contents to another group of nodes H, that we 

call hosts, which are nodes able to receive only terrestrial Internet traffic, in unicast mode. Once 

the nodes H receive the streams, we want themselves to be able to relay the same streams to 

other hosts H and so on recursively. Once they are available to relay the streams, all the hosts H 

can be called secondary relayers.  

In order to accomplish these tasks, a supervisor entity is needed: the central server S. S has the 

main responsibility to help nodes, relayers and hosts, to get in touch with each other, to meet 

reciprocal requirements and to support dynamic changes in the overlay.  

3.1. Server S and communication between S and CHARMS nodes 

The server S, after a setup phase, is able to receive communication messages from all the nodes 

in the CHARMS architecture. Both relayers and hosts must perform an initial activity in order 

to inform S about their state and operating context. A user at the host Hj can visit a web page, 

hosted on a Web server dedicated to the presentation of the real-time events, to get the list of the 

available transmissions at a given time and choose among them a stream he wants to receive. 

On the other side, whenever an Ri host receives a satellite stream, it will inform the server S, in 

order to allow it to update the list of the available streams and that of the relayers available for 

each of them.  

The communication among the three entities Hj, Ri and S consists of three main elements:  

1. as soon as a relayer Ri starts receiving a stream, it may perform a registration with the server 

sending to it information about itself and the stream and about its availability to relay the 

stream; 

2. when a host Hj requests a stream to the server, the server will perform the operations needed 

to select a particular relayer Ri among the available ones and to allow the forwarding of the 

stream from Ri to Hj (see next sections for details about the relaying);  

3. the server S will perform continuous monitoring of the states of the involved entities in order 

to keep the stored information about them consistent and to take proper actions when changes 

are detected in the state of the hosts and in that of the network.  

Figure 3 shows the steady state of the delivery system. The chance for H nodes to act as 

secondary relayers is also shown.  

3.2. Nodes Visibility and Communication Setup 

It is very common for one or both of the hosts involved in the relaying of a stream (i.e. Ri and 

Hj) to be behind a NAT box. The presence of NATs in a given network topology is a critical 

factor when deploying a peer-to-peer application [24] and it requires a careful analysis before 

defining the architecture operations. In the following we'll propose a solution to the 

establishment of a direct contact between peers in presence of NATs. We introduce a first level 
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of abstraction, considering every NAT like a "black-box": we don't know how each NAT works, 

and clients aren't aware of a NAT being performed. This is a common approach, since NAT 

boxes' behaviour may change over time, depending on the traffic handled, conflicts inside a 

local domain, etc. [25][26].  

 

Figure 2.  Overview of interactions timeline in CHARMS architecture  

Thanks to the STUN protocol [27][28], a dynamic discovery of the type of NAT crossed by a 

particular host can be performed [29]. The mapping and filtering behaviours [30] can be 

modelled. These are the two most important features affecting the possibility of achieving a 

direct end-to-end communication between peers. In the following we will generalize, by 

assuming that every end-system is behind a NAT: in the case of a host with a normal public IP 

address, its NAT will be said of an "Open" type [27][29].  
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Various solutions have been proposed and implemented in the past for allowing peer-to-peer 

applications to work in presence of NATs [24][31][32].  

In the CHARMS architecture we focused our attention on the UDP Hole Punch technique [32] 

for its ability to achieve a direct end-to-end communication, without the aid of the relaying 

technique (i.e. relaying packets through a dedicated server) that will increase the latency of the 

packet delivery, like TURN [33]. Such type of relaying solution isn't suitable for our purposes, 

both for the latency added to the delivery of packets to peers and for the obvious bandwidth 

problems introduced: the relayer nodes in our architecture receive a real-time streaming and 

they have to forward it to the requesting hosts with the least possible delay. To avoid confusion 

of terms, in the following we stress the fact that in our architecture, relaying is not performed 

centrally by a server as in the above definition but it is shared among all the receivers Ri.  

 

Figure 3.  CHARMS architecture detail  

While the Hole Punch works fine only in presence of NATs with an Endpoint Independent 

Mapping (EIM) [30], in our scenario, it is reasonable to hypothesize the presence of both kinds 

of NATs, i.e. EIM and Endpoint Dependent Mapping (or "symmetric NATs" as defined in [27]). 

In order to extend the use of the Hole-Punching technique to hosts behind symmetric NATs, we 

propose here to modify the role of the Rendezvous server (implemented within the CHARMS 

server), which is normally used to gather information about other peers in the network, with the 

introduction of a new feature: the ability to create pairs of hosts on the basis of their NATs 

behaviour. We implemented an UDP Hole Punch technique, based on the use of the STUN 

protocol, to set up direct communication channels between peers. For this reason, every host in 

the system has to discover the way its NAT box operates and to report the resulting policies (i.e. 

mapping and filtering behaviours) to the server, responsible for the execution of the matching 

function fNAT, for every couple of hosts.  

The main idea is when a host A, behind a NAT with an EIM policy tries to contact another peer, 

B, its public address will remain unchanged, regardless of the destination address. So, if peer B 

is behind another NAT with an EIM policy, the UDP Hole Punch technique works fine. But, if 

peer B is behind of what is known as symmetric NAT, host A doesn’t know B’s public address. 

So, B can send STUN Binding Requests to A, but A cannot. If A’s NAT implements an 
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Endpoint Independent Filtering policy (EIF), A will receive the B’s STUN Binding Requests: in 

this way A will learn the B’s public address, and will also discover if they are on the same 

private network. So A too can start sending STUN Binding Requests to B, executing NAT 

Traversal operations based on STUN Binding Requests retransmissions, until all STUN Binding 

Responses are received.  

Based on this idea, every node in the network that join the overlay has to cooperate with the 

server in order to support the decision process: a client must not only detect the model of its 

NAT box, but also collect information about private and public addresses and forward them to 

the server. With the use of a STUN client and a STUN server in every host, the various 

addresses gathered and announced by the server will be tested in the NAT Traversal process. 

Our Rendezvous server will manage a list of nodes and, for each node, it will collect the 

following items: stream received, network bandwidth capability, NAT type. When a new node 

Hj sends its data, the server has to choose from its list a node Ri possessing the requested stream 

and an adequate outgoing channel, and whose NAT box is compatible with that of Hj, from the 

point of view of success of the Hole Punch technique deployed, as mentioned above. In the 

initial phase, only relayer nodes will be known at the server. As soon as new clients, from 

terrestrial links, request a stream, the server will analyze the visibility of the clients, that is the 

characteristics of the NATs involved, before deciding the match.  

This approach may look like the Connection Reversal technique [32], but it's different in that we 

relax the need of a peer with a public IP address, accepting to deal with hosts behind NATs 

having a fixed behaviour. Clearly, if such a kind of NAT is not present in the list managed by 

the server, and no peers with public IPs are available, the only way left for clients behind 

symmetric NATs to receive a stream is by server based relaying.  

Our approach is different from that used in the ICE protocol [34]: we avoid both the need of a 

TURN server and that of nodes with a public IP address in the system. Our solution relies only 

on the matching logic implemented in the server and on the success of the NAT Traversal 

process between couples of nodes.  

3.3. Nodes Identity and Uplink Estimation 

When a host Hj sends a request to the server S for a given real-time media stream, the server 

must decide which node Ri is the most suitable to meet its demand, i.e. which Ri has the better 

uplink capacity needed to support the forward rates. This implies the need to estimate the 

available bandwidth on the link Ri-Hj [35] and for a careful analysis of the factors impacting the 

performances of interactive applications like the ones we are interested in, such as loss rate, 

delay and jitter.  

In our scenario, it is reasonable to assume that H nodes might join and leave the overlay at any 

time, while R nodes are a more stable set of entities, along with the server. As a result, we can 

make the assumption that the operative context of an R node will not change very frequently, in 

particular we can assume the type of access of R to the Internet will not change over time (if R 

is not a mobile node). Under these assumptions, we consider it useful to identify each node in 

the architecture, not by using its Internet address, which is subject to change, but by the 

assignment of a cookie the first time the node joins the overlay: this value is unique within the 

domain. Thanks to this procedure, the server S can better manage the overlay and take 

advantage of prior results to improve its matching logics.  

In order to decide which R node is the best candidate to relay the real-time stream to an H node 

and in view of the implementation of a load-sharing policy, the server S may find it useful to 

know not only the end-to-end bandwidth (from R to H), but also the outgoing bandwidth of R. 

In fact, S imposes an upper limit on the percentage of available outgoing bandwidth each R can 

commit to relaying. As a consequence, each candidate node R has to estimate and report to S, 

before any stream forwarding, two values:  
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- the total available outgoing bandwidth, to help estimate whether it has sufficient resources to 

proceed with the relaying of real-time stream to other nodes (such estimation may take place at 

start-up); 

- the end-to-end bandwidth from each node Ri to a given destination Hj, to state which one is the 

best candidate to forward multimedia traffic nodes (such estimation has to take place after Hj’s 

request).  

The estimation of available bandwidth, along a given network path, can be performed by 

different algorithms which may be more or less invasive and require different processing times 

[35]. Because of constraints posed on the global latency in CHARMS, and not to generate 

excessive disturbance to other traffic, the candidate algorithms should be able to produce an 

acceptable approximation of requested results in a very short time. The potential inaccuracy of a 

fast estimate must be balanced by a periodic execution of the test, so to take into account the 

variability of network. From this point of view, the tools designed to produce results on a per-

hop basis, like in [36][37], are too slow and intrusive, therefore not suitable for our architecture.  

These considerations led us to the adoption of a SLOPS-like algorithm (Self Loading Periodic 

Streams) [38], in which a source (our client node) sends over UDP (the same transport used for 

the stream relaying) k packets of equal size m, at frequency r to a destination (a generic server 

node). The frequency r is increased until it saturates the available bandwidth, thus giving a 

measure of its value. Since in our system the amount of bandwidth needed to transmit an 

audio/video stream is typically around 500 kbps, the time needed for the test can be reduced if 

the measurement stream is increased in steps of the same size. These estimates are constantly 

updated to the current value, periodically running the algorithm that will take into account 

previous measurements, so to assess the extent of the differences between a measure and the 

previous one. Also the knowledge of the portion of bandwidth already used in active sessions is 

used to save time (by avoiding values of frequency r which are already known to cause 

congestions). 

To perform this test between two endpoints, two modules are needed, one active in the R node 

and the other in the H node (or another fixed destination of the system), acting like a client and 

server respectively. In order to find the available outgoing bandwidth of a node Ri, regardless of 

the destination of output data, we make use of dedicated servers, SB, connected to the Internet 

with links at high capacity, so that we can assume that any bottleneck or delay in transmission 

along the path Ri-SB is to be ascribed to the network segment that connects Ri to the Internet: the 

result will be a lower bound for the value of available bandwidth of Ri’s uplink.  

After S has invited a set of R nodes to perform the test versus the Hj node, it waits for the 

results. All the collected measures are used (as specified below in the description of the 

matching logic of S) to designate the relayer Rbest that will provide the stream to Hj. Once Rbest is 

chosen, the transmission of the flow can start from it to Hj. 

3.4. Relaying Streams from Ri to Hj 

Let a relayer Ri receive a multicast stream generated from a Streaming Server and transmitted 

by the satellite. The description of the stream is provided through an SDP [39] file, which is sent 

beforehand to the relayer (or, alternatively, it is already owned by it). Once a particular relayer 

Ri is selected with the above procedure to satisfy the needs of a new request from a newcomer 

Hj, it must forward the received stream to Hj, via a terrestrial unicast IP transmission.  

If there where no NATs in the overlay network, this task would be accomplished using the 

RTSP [40] protocol between R and H and a modified copy of the original SDP file possessed by 

R (the modification is needed because of the multicast/unicast variation). This modified SDP 

file will be sent from the relayer Ri to the host Hj, and it will contain all the information about 

the unicast multimedia sessions, obtained from the original stream. Because of excessive 
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complications arising when trying to utilize RTSP in conjunction with NATs, this strategy is 

abandoned.  

Our solution is based on the relay of UDP traffic between R and H, over the direct channels 

tested in the NAT Traversal procedure.  

A real-time multimedia stream is made up of sub-session streams, each belonging to a specific 

media and having a specific encoding. In our context, the multimedia stream incorporates audio 

and video sessions, which require 4 distinct UDP channels: RTP/RTCP [41] audio sub-sessions, 

and RTP/RTCP video sub-sessions. Due to NAT problems, we can’t make assumptions on a 

specific range of UDP ports for the relaying process. In our application, the UDP ports are 

freely chosen in the range of available ports.  

When a node Ri has to forward the stream packets received by satellite, it allocates the resources 

needed for the relaying and simply begin to send its buffered packets to the new destination 

over unicast UDP channels. The host Hj receives the stream from the relayer node in the form of 

RTP/RTCP packets that are buffered and then forwarded to a local player in order to allow the 

end-user to view the requested content.  

The host Hj can, in its turn, become a secondary relayer, in the sense that it can forward the 

received packets over unicast terrestrial links to other H nodes of the system. So, the operations 

performed by an R node, must be implemented in an H node too.  

The RTCP signalling allow the nodes involved in the relaying process to periodically report 

some QoS statistics to the server S, thanks to the RTCP SR and RTCP RR messages exchanged 

between R and H nodes. As long as no relevant loss rate nor jitter variability is experienced by 

the H node, the QoS level is good and no countermeasures have to be taken from the server S. 

On the other extreme, the failed delivery of the stream must be dealt with: this can be due to a 

significant congestion over the R-H link or, more simply, to a failure of the node (a crash or the 

loss of the Internet connection). In this situation, the node H will stop receiving the stream 

packets, and the local player will go “dark”. In order to avoid this situation, and to guarantee a 

minimum level of QoS and QoE for the end user, it’s necessary to consider the worst scenario 

and to make provisions beforehand.  

Our strategy is based on the assignment of a fall-back node, Rbkup, for every H node. Due to the 

NAT problems, H and Rbkup have to perform NAT Traversal procedures as soon as possible, that 

is, after the relaying process between Ri and H is established. In order to avoid wasting uplink 

bandwidth of Rbkup and not to affect the outgoing traffic of the Rbkup node, the stream is not 

duplicated from Rbkup. Still it has to keep direct UDP connections between Rbkup and H alive 

(considering the limited NAT binding lifetimes). Therefore Rbkup maintains a periodic signalling 

over the 4 UDP channel. When H experiments a QoS degradation in the transmission from Ri, it 

must report it to the server S, which is responsible for activating the appropriate procedures; 

however, in case of failure of Ri, H has the chance to immediately activate the relaying from 

Rbkup on the already opened channels. All these changes must be immediately reported to the 

server, in order to let it maintain a consistent view of the dynamic overlay.  

4. CHARMS ARCHITECTURE SUMMARY 

1. Server set-up: the server S initializes the system’s database and starts to listen clients (that is 

request from Hs and offers from Rs) on TCP and UDP ports, in order to let nodes refreshing 

their UDP channels and activate a second way to communicate with it.  

2. Client set-up and registration: whenever it tries to join the CHARMS overlay network, a 

client must establish a TCP connection with the server S, as depicted in Figure 4. The server S 

records the client's request and it sends to the client a list of public addresses towards which the 

client will perform both bandwidth/latency tests, and the NAT Detection tests. Thus, the client 

returns to the server S the results of these tests, which are needed to characterize the outgoing 
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channel. All dialogs in the system (i.e. the dialogs between server and clients and between 

couples of clients) are exchanged by an ad hoc protocol, the CHARMS protocol (see Section 

4.1). The last operation, performed by the client during this phase, is needed to discover the type 

of NAT box it is connected to. This test is performed with a combined NAT Detection test, 

which is able to identify the mapping and filtering properties of the NAT chain, from the client 

up to STUN servers used to perform the test. Also these information are formatted in a specific 

CHARMS message and sent to the server. At the end of each client’s set-up and registration 

phase, the server S is informed about the bandwidth and the latency of the client’s outgoing 

channel and also about the type of its NAT.   

 

Figure 4.  Client set-up and registration with the CHARMS Server 

3. Stream sharing or request: any client able to receive an audio-video stream from the satellite 

(i.e. the potential primary relayer) can decide to share the stream with other clients ("the hosts") 

over the terrestrial network through the CHARMS architecture. If it agrees to share the stream, 

the relayer, identified as Ri, must inform the server S about such choice by sending it a message 

which contains information about the stream. In a similar way an host, identified as Hj, wishing 

to receive a stream through the terrestrial network, advances its request to the server S. The 

server must store and update the lists of the available relayers and that of the clients requesting 

streams. Let's note that, once it receives a stream, a client Hj could decide to become a relayer 

on its turn (a secondary relayer), as outlined in Figure 5.  

4. Calculation of the candidate relayers subset: for each Hj the server S selects the subset of Ri 

which are NAT-compatible with Hj evaluating the possibility of a direct UDP connection 

between the two clients. The set of candidate relayers is defined as R’={Ri | Ri is receiving 

streamk and Ri’s NAT is compatible with Hj’s NAT}. The cardinality of R’ will be further 

reduced considering only the nodes that have sufficient available bandwidth to support another 

outgoing relaying, as reported by the periodic checks of available bandwidth toward fixed 

destinations, and utilizing load-sharing policies among the remaining ones. At the end of this 

step, the server S has a small set of candidate relayers for Hj relative to the streamk, Rk
*
: among 

these relayers, the specific one for Hj will be choosed as result of the relayer selection process.  
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Figure 5.  Sharing a stream 

5. Relayer selection: if set Rk
*
 is empty, the requesting Hj enters a wait state. Periodically the 

server S checks for the presence of a new Ri, able to serve Hj with the requested stream and with 

proper NAT and outgoing channel capabilities. Otherwise, the server S will ask all the candidate 

relayers (belonging to the Rk
*
 set) to perform a bandwidth/latency test toward H. This test also 

requires a NAT Traversal operation prior to the uplink estimate. So, the selected Ri and H will 

create an UDP direct connection through their NATs, and if the channel is correctly open the 

bandwidth/latency test can be performed. The procedure is repeated sequentially by all the 

candidate nodes in the Rk
* set, as reported in Figure 6. After obtaining the tests’ results, the 

server chooses the best relayer Rbest comparing the results according to the metrics defined in 

Section 3.3. The bandwidth/latency tests are periodically refreshed to cope with the variations 

both of the connections and of the set of clients. At the end of this phase, the match is completed 

and the server S records the relaying couple (Rbest, Hj) associated to the stream streamk as a 

session uniquely identified by the set: (Rbest, Hj, streamk). The set Rk
*
 is dynamically updated to 

reflects variations in the state of the R nodes.  

 

Figure 6.  Process to choose Rbest 

6. Resource allocation and solving the NAT issue: first of all, the CHARMS server informs both 

Rbest and Hj that the session related to a certain stream has been established, sending a message 

containing the relevant data. After receiving this message, both the clients Rbest and Hj perform 

the following steps:  

a. opening of 5 UDP sockets: 4 for the couple of RTP/RTCP channels and the last for the 

specific CHARMS signalling. 

b. binding of every socket to a different local address, for which the corresponding public 

address must be determined. 

c. requesting the mapped addresses, corresponding to the local ones, to a public STUN server. 
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d. coding such information about addresses in a message and sending it to the server S. 

As soon as the server S gets from a client the couples of the local and public transport addresses 

for each channel, it shares these information with the client’s peer. Now, the both clients are 

ready for the NAT traversal operation.  

7. NAT Traversal: each client performs five NAT Traversal operations, one for each socket. The 

purpose is to create a 1:1 correspondence between a local socket and one of the peer's known 

addresses. In order to do this, each client implements a STUN client/server. The STUN client is 

responsible for sending a set of STUN Binding Request to the known addresses of the peer (the 

local one and the public one, extracted in the message received from the server). The sending is 

periodic, until a response is received. The STUN Server waits for a STUN Binding Request 

from the peer to which it will reply with a STUN Binding Response containing the mapped 

address as seen by the STUN server. In this way, each client discover the position of the peer 

relative to itself: they could be in the same local network, in which case the local address will be 

used to communicate directly, otherwise they learn the public address where all following 

messages will be sent. During this process, the receiving of a message from a peer means that 

the peer has punched a hole in the client's NAT box, and that a direct communication is now 

possible. At the end of the process, both clients will know, for each local address, the 

corresponding peer address to contact. The clients inform the server about the result of the NAT 

Traversal process and in case of success, the relay will start, as shown in Figure 7. Otherwise, 

the server will choose another R
’
best for Hj, and the overall process will start again from the 

previous step. While the relaying is in progress, CHARMS signalling messages are also 

exchanged between the two peers on the dedicated channel. 

 

Figure 7.  Starting the stream relaying between peers 

8. Stream relay: the server S allows both the clients to activate the stream. By an operating 

system's point of view, the streaming process makes use of a POSIX thread which takes care of 

the UDP sending/receiving messages: regardless a client is the relayer or the receiving host, it 

loads the thread which will end only after the end of the streaming, leaving the main application 

free to manage other streaming sessions and the overlay management operations requested by 
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the server in the meanwhile. Each thread has the role to start the procedures that activate the 

relaying modules for forwarding, receiving and play the stream in each node.   

4.1. Implementation details and first experimental results 

All the procedures needed to perform those tasks are implemented in C language using the Unix 

System API, as for the rest of the applications in the system. Concurrency is managed using 

threads in compliance with SUSv3 standard [42].  

The CHARMS protocol is implemented using an XML [43] tree representation: each message is 

composed of a Header, a Body and a Trailer. The Header contains information needed to 

validate messages, perform message identification (sequence number field) and distinction in 

the type of message (message type field). The Body part contains the relevant information: 

every type of message has a unique data representation, specific for the set of value that have to 

be transmitted between endpoints. Finally, the Trailer part is needed in the messages because of 

the UDP transport: it contains an MD5 [44] digest of the entire message which is used at the 

destination to verify the integrity of the message.  

The size of messages exchanged among the entities of the system is small, so no significant 

overhead is payed for the adoption of an XML encoding schema, compared to other encoding 

schemas such as TLV. Moreover the schema offers other advantages such as a very easy 

extensibility and human readability.  

First tests in real-world scenario have been very encouraging and have shown the potential of 

the solution implemented. Work currently carried on is producing a statistical description of the 

performances achieved by the proposed solution.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A very simple, scalable and robust architecture for disseminating an IP multicast stream over a 

large area with no support for terrestrial multicast traffic has been described. By positioning 

satellite receivers in different ASs the CHARMS architecture can parallel the behaviour of 

expensive CDNs or the performance of closely guarded multicast enabled networks. In the case 

of CSS (Campus Satellitare del Salento) it can help appreciably to extend the reach of the 

distance learning infrastructure by allowing temporary users to join the lectures and motivating 

them to get the equipments to join the CSS permanently, consequently expanding the base for 

the functioning of the same CHARMS architecture.  

A forthcoming paper will provide more implementation details and measures/statistics about the 

actual operations of the architecture. It will also try to prove its real-world effectiveness. 

Meanwhile, a promising direction for future work looks to be the crossing of the ideas here 

described with other efforts aimed at the same results. For example, P2P architectures [45][46] 

for the distribution of video could gain from the approach described here acceptable 

performances in terms of latency, which are not in sight for them at the moment. A better 

scalability could also be gained by MBONE-like architectures, by adopting some of the ideas 

here exposed. 
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